
Maddaght as Chooishyn Elley: (Maths and General Subjects) 


Maths planning for Thursday, Friday and Monday (I know this is 
late for Thursday - do bear with me while I have difficulty with my 
computer. Bank the extras and do them later or at the weekend 
instead of today)


1. Make a coin line with money if you have it or draw on cut-out 
paper circles and write the amounts 


1 2 5 10 20 50 £1 (add £2 if you wish)  You can do 5 or 7 sided 
cuttings for 20p and 50p

Mix them up on the desk and ask your child to place the coins in 
order or value.

Record this asking them to write the number before the circle when 
drawing coins or they will try to fit a number into a small circle!


2. Clocks. Draw a large circle for them to fill in the numbers in the 
correct place. Tell them that 12, 3, 6 and 9 are the best places to 
start so that they get all the numbers equally spaced. Give them a 
dot in these quarters.  Make the clock say an o’clock time of 
choice. Explain the big hand is always at the 12. Make the clock 
into an animal so the clock is his tummy. 


NB: If your child can do o’clock that’s fine - do half past the hour 
and colour the halves the clock into two different colours. 

Still make the clock into an animal - it’s fun!


3. Give your child scissors, if you have blunt ones, or they can use 
a magic finger to show where they would cut if they don’t have 
scissors (and in this scenario, could parents cut where they say or 
fold and rip). See below:


Task: give the children shapes of paper as follows: you will need to 
prep circles, squares and triangles for them to cut in half. 

Ask them to practice with a magic finger where they would cut to 
make two equal halves.


4. Taking away




Simple take away to start with : even if your child is a whizz at this, 
the process needs practice before we raise the stakes.


Use bits of cake, smarties, sweets or biscuits (even peas…. etc)

Start with 5 or any other number to 10 if you wish to make it harder 
and ask them how many are there. Confirm and write 5 on a piece 
of paper.

Example task with 5:

Draw 5 blobs. Count 5 bits of biscuit and eat one! How many left 
(cross out a blob with pencil/pen) count the 4 remaining blobs. Eat 
one …. etc

When they have eaten them all and crossed out all the blobs - how 
many left? 

The answer is veg or neunhee (will include in audio)


5 General subjects

Using tools - Cut or use the fingers with controlled ripping making 
confetti from A4 sheet of paper

(Only use and throw this confetti if you are just about to hoover up 
anyway - other wise it’s just a table task to bin)

Cut and rip or only rip if you have no scissors for children until the 
paper is completely shredded into tiny pieces - this is excellent for 
hand/eye co-ordination and developing hand muscles.


6. PE

A ball or balloon or even paper screwed up for this (probably news 
paper works the best to make a big ball)

Catch and throw. Start with throwing up in front of them just a little 
bit, and then increase the amount to above head height. Throw and 
catch between you with starting by standing close together and 
making the distance between you further away gradually. 

If you have a ball you can bounce too. Bounce to catch individually 
and then bounce to a partner and receive it back.


Gura mie ayd. I hope you enjoy this planning. I will upload more 
Monday afternoon for Tuesday and Wednesday. Take care and stay 
safe. Bnr Blindell


